
 
 
 
 
 
 
Three poems by Sean Borodale  



Crickets and Noise of Grasses and Perseids 
 
The coast of night hoops overhead. 
I can hear 
streaked light too fast to interrupt; 
 
can feel the friction of a meteor; 
 
crickets 
setting out nodes, that will constellate later. 
 
Under the helmet of dawn, 
their milliseconds will strike. 
 
There is nothing tentative. 
The cold fever 
cannot accomplish heat. 
 
What am I lying in? 
A body, breathing. 
A sharpening that pins me to the boards of the table; 
saw-chafed and frozen. 
 
The cloth I wear 
is made of listening to my skin. 
 
I smell the damp dead-grass; 
a saturated decay of dripping woods, 
nearer than my blood. 
 
I breathe to rescue ruined air. 
 
Earth moves. 
I am not afraid of being broken, or hit. 
 
My dry bones will make a sound; 
their snaps will configure 
 
the spasm(s) of a future. 
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Devil’s Coach Horse Beetle 
slowly through a moment of Witness  
 
Even here, its artery is of black silence 
juddering over painted concrete  
of the kitchen floor. 
 
A silent siren; 
carrying a consequence of its entering. 
The beetle articulates furiously, on. 
 
Time, so still so thickened 
I cannot cross it after it 
   but hold it 
 
opening across me, 
closing across me. 
 
Is it a kinship? 
What will I do with an ‘us’ that absorbs me? 
 
Have I mentioned the barbs, 
  the fringed bristles along the legs, 
the segments of antennae? 
The prismatic sheen across blackness? 
Each part immaculate; 
un-bruised, un-chafed as something born. 
 
No. 
But in the slow whirlpool of the room: 
to have passed a beetle on nearly equal terms. 
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May-Flies Unfinished 
 
Bandages of flesh. 
Bodies in tourniquet. 
Engrossed cupid-white. 
Growing towards wings. 
 
Not yet colour; they do not know yet. 
 
They know nothing of flight. 
Their bodies know for them. 
 
But I keep watch: 
   scared; 
   re-attuned. 
Will they turn full-palette, 
   like a watch 
reaching an hour? 
 
Noon is the bleached hour. 
Dusk is the time to exist. 
The faults cannot be seen at dusk. 
 
I fizz in the woods when I walk. 
I think, this is the nymph; 
I think, this is me; 
in wood under fungus, in mud under death. 
 
The emergency of the urge to be born. 
 
Nymph-blood beats in my feathered ears. 
I will have to learn to create  
a shadow from a feel for the air. 
 
It is almost an apprenticeship 
to grow under stones. 
 
One thread of me manages. 
My lungs stop and they start 
like a monastery dinner bell. 
 
It remains to be seen 
if I will alarm the air and lift to the sun. 
 
The blue foil of a future day 
will arrange me like flowers around a coffin; 
a one-day carnage to which plants are invited. 
 
The body causes its own trivia; 



its own unmentionables; 
distracting an urgency towards sex: 
 
the red fungus of the phallus; 
the lips of the dewpond. 
 
I think, this is it. 
 
Our babies will be buried, too, in muds 
under slow-moving streams; 
 
live colourless, translucent 
cot lives as cold as corpses. 
 
With the defect of a future 
that will sometimes be furious. 
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